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Abstract?This article builds VAR model and uses impulse response?variance decomposition and JJ co-integration test to 
analyze the dynamic influence of implementation and cancellation of home buying restriction policy?money supply?housing loan 
interest rate?real estate development investment rate on Xiamen real estate market from the point of view of life cycle?and 
provide suggestions and reference to restart home buying restriction policy. The results show that?home buying restriction cannot 
effectively curb rising housing prices in short term?but in long term can cool well the real estate market in Xiamen?cancellation 
of home buying restriction in short term cannot warm the real estate market?but in long term will lead to retaliatory price 
increases?real estate market commonly exists "Adaptive Expectations"?so the key to Xiamen housing price control is to adjust 
the psychological expectations of consumers and investors. 
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? 1  ????????? 
?? ?? ?????? ??????
LOG?PI_SA?  -6.617906  
LOG?M2?  -10.32228  
R  -7.181813  
LOG?IR_SA? -7.787382   




































? 4?        ?  ?????? VAR???????????????????????????        ?151? 
? 2  ?????? 
??? ?? ??? T??? 
LOG?PI_SA?-1?? 0.880623 0.12979 6.78506 
LOG?PI_SA?-2?? 0.039649 0.12374 0.32041 
LOG?M2?-1?? 0.033479 0.13877 0.24126 
LOG?M2?-2?? 0.008573 0.13875 0.06179 
R?-1? 0.002927 0.01627 0.17991 
R?-2? ?0.016831 0.01517 ?1.10940 
LOG?IR_SA?-1?? ?0.016760 0.00850 ?1.97091 
LOG?IR_SA?-2?? ?0.015824 0.00811 ?1.95146 
P1?-1? 0.054496 0.01374 3.96689 
P1?-2? ?0.046897 0.01401 ?3.34636 
P2?-1? 0.017678 0.01292 1.36847 
P2?-2? 0.002495 0.01317 0.18954 
P3?-1? ?0.005934 0.01227 ?0.48364 
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LOG(PI _ SA) 1.682243LOG(M2) 0.784986R
                        3.408969LOG(IR _ SA) 5.944754P1





? 3  JJ?????? 







None 0.61584 174.696 125.615 0.0000* 64.0997 46.2314 0.0003*
?? 1? 0.44411 110.596 95.7536 0.0032* 39.3423 38.0775 0.0087*
?? 2? 0.39989 71.2544 69.8188 0.0383* 34.2130 33.8768 0.0456*
?? 3? 0.24413 37.0414 47.8516 0.3456 18.7529 27.5843 0.4338
?? 4? 0.13347 18.2884 29.7970 0.5448 9.59871 21.1316 0.7814
?? 5? 0.12120 8.68976 15.4947 0.3949 8.65669 14.2646 0.3158
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